NOVEMBER 18, 2022
ONLINE SCREENING EVENT

10:30
Introductions

11:00 - MY JOURNEY
Screenings and Discussion

12:00 - EXPERIENCES
Screenings and Discussion

1:00 - EDUCATION
Screenings and Discussion

2:00 - LIFE & COVID
Screenings and Discussion

3:00 - CLOSING REMARKS

10 minute breaks before every hour
*Schedule is in Mountain Time (MT)
A Girl is Like A Rose
by Nix (She/They)
A journey about growing up, finding community, and self-discovery. [Length: 3:34]

Behind the Scenes of Philip Valencic
by Philip Rebello Valencic
The inside scoop about communicating. [Length: 2:27]

Emotions
by Ashley
How emotions feel. [Length: 4:51]

Brain Battle
by Melvin Sanchez
A powerful story about thoughts. [Length: 1:03]

My Life in a Nutshell
by Natasha Bidinoff-Gardiner
An honest story about growth and strength. [Length: 6:18]

My Life with the Spin Studio
by Rhiannon Taylor
An exciting story about Spin and community.
Activation Warning: Mention of suicide [Length: 3:31]
A Journey of Words
by Artemis Baker

The Fear of Uncertainty
by Marie
A story about life and disability. [Length: 2:57]

Looking Glass Self
by Asil El Galad
A story that draws on Alice in Wonderland to talk about self-image. [Length: 2:55]

My 25th Birthday Present
by Mabe Kyle
A poem that layers images with personal experience and why this birthday made a difference. [Length: 2:55]

The Way She Thinks
by Ashlynn Weisberg
How I understand and accept myself in an ableist world. [Length 5:23]

Reflections
by Britney Lamb
A story about understanding and acceptance. [Length 5:23]
All About Me
by Jesse McNeil
A story that celebrates life, likes, and university. [Length: 9:08]

New Beginnings in Life
by Ayen Grey
A beautiful story about online school and important advice for anyone starting school. [Length: 4:33]

Experience with Cooking Class
by Miles Morris
Experiences with cooking class during high school. [Length: 2:00]

Landon's Story
by Landon Sawden
A story about the university experience and goals for the future. [Length: 5:42]

Cass's Navigation
by April
Come on an exciting journey around navigating around the university. [Length 3:41]

Science [Fiction]
by Tristalyn
How the media representation about Autism is a problem. [Length 6:45]

Change
by Chelsea Bergeron
Adapting to college during COVID. [Length 1:57]
My Life During COVID
by Angus NG

How COVID changed holidays and schooling. [Length: 3:17]

A Day in the Life of Mysterious Woman
by Samantha Clements-Flatt

A tale about a mysterious woman going to school during the pandemic. [Length: 3:34]

Feelings During COVID
by Katherine Goertzen

Additional challenges faced during the pandemic. [Length: 4:08]

Rebekah Hopes Accessible Fun Safe Places
by Rebekah Lindy

A playful story about safe places during the pandemic. [Length: 3:23]

My Battle with COVID
by Pikachu8

Be amazed by this story about the pandemic told through a computer game. [Length 4:11]
NOVEMBER 19, 2022

ONLINE SCREENING EVENT

10:30
Welcome back!

11:00 - HAPPY ADVENTURES
Screenings and Discussion

12:00 - INTERDEPENDENCE
Screenings and Discussion

1:00 - ADVOCACY
Screenings and Discussion

2:00 - PANEL Q&A
Discussion

3:00 CLOSING REMARKS

10 minute breaks before every hour

*Schedule is in Mountain Time (MT)
NOVEMBER 19, 2022

11:00-11:50 (MT) - HAPPY ADVENTURES

Logan's Collection
by Logan Schrottner
A story about cool collections that bring a lot of happiness! [Length: 2:05]

Patty's Vacation
by Patrick Hunt
A fantastic story about sightseeing and travelling. [Length: 2:29]

Super Hero Day
by Jakob Jordan Wilson
A magnificent story about a superhero. [Length: 2:02]

My Life by Bibi
by Bibiana Buendia Karduss
Try and keep up with these amazing adventures and accomplishments. [Length: 4:38]

Bow Chicka Bow Wow
by Starfox
A fun story about what work, likes, and life. [Length: 3:14]
27 Questions with Road Warrior
by Kennen Dorgan
A story about hopes, dreams and accomplishments.  
[Length: 6:26]

Camping
by Alex
A film about skills learned through Girl Guides.  
[Length: 5:08]

Growth in Independence
by H. Campbell
A story about working and community supports.  
[Length: 3:37]

My Story
by Undesirable No. 7
A story about being an adult and a mother.  
[Length: 3:13]

Dan's Moving Out Story
by Dan Lonsdale
A personal experience about moving out into a new place.  [Length 3:45]
Around the World with Dyslexia
by Lloyd Thornhill
A passionate life story about becoming an advocate for the community. [Length: 6:24]

I was Built for the World
by Kelsey Culbert
A powerful story about advocating for accessibility. [Length: 3:54]

Walking with a Parent with a Disability
by Michelle Goos
A captivating story about being a parent with a disability. [Length: 6:37]

Unnormalizing the Mental Health System
by Marie Lapointe
An honest account about the mental health system. [Length: 2:51]

CA's Story
by Carlo Angelo Dimarucut
A story about online bullying and being a social justice advocate. [Length 2:58]
NOVEMBER 19, 2022
2:00-2:50 (MT) - PANEL Q & A

_____________________________________
ASIL EL GALAD
Peer-Facilitator

_____________________________________
BRUCE HOWELL
Community Partner
Calgary SCOPE Society

_____________________________________
BROOKE ALLEMANG
Facilitator

_____________________________________
TBC
Participant

_____________________________________ 
KATHLEEN SITTER
Researcher

_____________________________________
MICA PABIA
Moderator
THANK YOU!

Thank you to all who were involved in this project. A special thank you to the peer-facilitators and participants who shared their stories and experiences. Sincere appreciation to our community partner, Calgary SCOPE Society. We would also like to thank Disability Action Hall, The Big Sky Centre for Learning and Being Astonished!, Bonnie Cummings-Vickaryous, Melissa Turbuck, Community Integration through Cooperative Education, Rebecca Dewar, Hope Doucet, Marian Zlomislic, the Azrieli Accelerator, and the University of Calgary.

This project was made possible by the generosity of The Azrieli Foundation and a Private Donor.

This project was conducted through the Multisensory Studio.
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